
Law and Development

Training Programme 2022

The Legal Path to

Sustainable Development



If you champion the achievement of the SDGs, and want to work alongside your clients to

improve sustainable development across the globe, this programme will provide you with the

knowledge and skills needed to do so in the most effective way possible.

The focus of this year’s programme will link course content directly with the SDG Agenda and

A4ID's SDG Legal Initiative. As a call to action to the global legal profession to work towards

sustainability, the legal initiative will provide analysis, tips and key actions of how this can be

achieved in practice. 

A growing number of businesses are now building in a commitment to support sustainability as

part of their mission and strategy. The LDTP enables legal professionals to harness the law and

work alongside their clients to meet these needs. Aimed at lawyers across the entire sector, at

all stages of their career, the LDTP will allow you to learn more about the core thematic areas of

the SDGs, placing a lens on the specific targets of each goal and how these can be achieved. 

Are you a 'Change-Maker'? Do you want to extend your impact in

supporting sustainability?

A4ID’s law and development training programme (LDTP) provides lawyers

with an in-depth understanding of the issues at the heart of the sustainable

development agenda, how these relate to their everyday work, and how

legal professionals can improve the advice given to their clients on issues

relating to the UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).

This course has been very valuable for our lawyers, providing them with an in-depth

understanding of the issues at the heart of the sustainable development agenda; and crucially

how the SDGs relate to their everyday work and our clients’ business.

Why Attend the Law & Development Training Programme 2022?

What Do You Get Out of the Programme?

- Senior Responsible Business & Social Impact Manager, CMS

https://sdgs.un.org/goals


MODULE 4: 10th SEP

Building Partnerships 
 

SDG 17: Partnerships for the Goals

Training Schedule and Modules

*All modules will be held from 10:00-16:15 GMT/BST on Saturdays* 

MODULE 3: 16th July

Achieving Prosperity  

SDG 8: Decent Work & Economic Growth, SDG 9: Industry,

Innovation & Infrastructure, SDG 10: Reduced Inequalities, 

SDG 11: Sustainable Cities & Communities

The LDTP 2022 will offer 6 virtual modules, designed against the core thematic areas of the SDG

agenda: People, Planet, Prosperity, Peace, Partnership and Poverty. Course content has been

developed by A4ID based on the organisation's 17 Chapters of the

*6 week break* 
 

There will be a 6 week break between the 3rd & 4th module. In this time participants may take part in a range of activities,

including the chance to get involved in the LDTP 2022 essay competition, to fill in the SDG mapping worksheet included as

part of additional learning, and to work with their firms to plan for contributions to A4ID's 2022 SDG Day of Action.

The course has provided me a better knowledge base to advocate within, and engage with, my

current law firm to find ways for us all to be more mindful of these issues in private practice, and

the practical applications for lawyers and clients alike.

-  Previous Programme Attendee 

MODULE 1: 14th MAY

Promoting Peace 

SDG 16: Peace, Justice & Strong

Institutions

MODULE 2: 18th JUNE

Protecting People 

 

SDG 2: Zero Hunger, SDG 3: Good Health &

Wellbeing, SDG 4: Quality Education, SDG 5:

Gender Equality, SDG 6: Clean Water & Sanitation

MODULE 6: 12th NOV

Eradicating Poverty  

 

SDG 1: No Poverty

MODULE 5: 8th OCT

Conserving the Planet 

SDG 7: Affordable & Clean Energy, SDG  12: Responsible

Consumption & Production, SDG  13: Climate Action, 

SDG 14: Life Below Water, SDG 15: Life on Land

Legal Guide to the SDGs.

https://www.a4id.org/a-legal-guide-to-the-sustainable-development-goals/


Operating in a virtual format allows A4ID to bring in a diverse range of speakers to contribute to the

programme, as well as providing access to past recordings of sessions. The LDTP will be delivered

via our bespoke e-learning platform:

You can either book the full programme or individual modules via our LearnWorlds site. We offer a

10% discount for A4ID Legal and Development Partners.

As a commercial lawyer I want to understand how my skill set can lend to development work. The

course made it clear how my job and my specific skill set is transferable and what I can do in my

actual day-to-day job to improve engagement in these issues.

Self-Funding

Individuals

Location, Bookings & Price

Full Course (6 Modules) Single Module

Law Firms

Development

Organisations

£1,350

£950

£770 £140

£172

£230
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-  Previous Programme Attendee 

LearnWorlds.com

https://a4id.learnworlds.com/

